
NCO Boards 

1. The President of the United States: Honorable Barrack Obama 

2. Director of Army Instruction: COL Thomas McConnell 

3. School SAI: Major Redlin 

4. What is the Supreme Law of the Land? US Constitution 

5. What was used to create the Constitution? The Virginia Plan 

6. What was the document before the Constitution? The Articles of Confederation 

7. Who gets the main credit for writing the Constitution? James Madison 

8. What are the Bills of Rights, and how many amendments are there today? First 10 amendments to 

Constitution, and there are 27 amendments today 

9. Army Values: Loyalty, Duty, Respect, Selfless service, Honor, Integrity, and Personal courage 

(LDRSHIP) 

10. 11 Principles of Leadership: Know yourself, Be technically proficient, Seek and take responsibility, 

Make sound timely decisions, Set the example, Know your personnel, Keep followers informed, 

Develop responsibility in followers, Ensure all tasks are understood, Build a team, and Use your team in 

accordance with its capabilities. 

11. What is the JROTC motto? Train to Lead, We Motivate 

12. What is our battalion motto? For our Future 

13. What is the mission of JROTC? To motivate young people to be better citizens. 

14. What do the torches on the uniform stand for? Torches of Knowledge 

15. What are the four parts of the unit crest and what do they stand for? Foot: athletics, Quill: literature, 

Atom: sciences, Harp: the arts 

 

 

 



 

16. Tell me the placement of the following items on the uniform? 

o Torches: Centered on both lapels of the coat, parallel to the inside edge, 5/8” above the notch 

o Rank NCO: Centered on from left to right on the epaulets, 5/8” up from the outside shoulder 

o Ribbons:  

 Female: Centered on the left side from left to right with the bottom of the ribbons aligned 

with the bottom of the name tag. 

 Males: centered 1/8” above the top of the left pocket 

o Name tag (know A’s and B’s for both male and female) 

 Female A’s: Centered on the right side 1-2” above the top button and centered left to 

right according to the physique of the female. 

 Female B’s: Centered on the right side 1-2” above the 3rd button from the top of the shirt 

and centered left to right according to the physique of the female. 

 Male A’s and B’s: centered on the right pocket flap, centered between the top of the 

pocket and the top of the button. 

17. What are the 2 parts of a drill command? Preparatory Command and Command of Execution 

18. What are the 2 types of staffs in this battalion? Personal and Coordinating 

19. What does NCO stand for? Noncommissioned Officer 

20. What is the top award that a cadet can receive for cadet challenge? Medal of Heroism 

21. A leader must provide his/her followers with what 3 things? Purpose, Direction, and Motivation 

22. Name 3 types of leadership styles: Delegating, Participating, and Directing 

23. What is the definition of leadership? The ability to motivate others to complete a task. 

24. What are the Winning Color Cards and what do they represent? Blue- Relater, Brown- Builder, Green- 

Planner, Red- Adventurer 

25. What are the 3 types of most commonly placed U.S. flags? The Garrison, Post, and Storm 


